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1. CONTENT
Where will your content come from? You need to think about what content you 
want to manage with your new platform. Will you primarily be uploading your own 
videos or would you also want to incorporate other training videos and third-
party content? Does the platform come with content and can you sort, manage 
and organise your entire media library with ease?

2. MULTI-DEVICE CAPABILITIES
Will the platform provide an optimal video experience on any device? Don’t 
choose a platform where video will only be encoded into formats for limited 
devices. A good platform will have a video player that can automatically detect 
the device that it has been loaded on to in order to stream the correct video 
format whatever computer, tablet or smartphone you’re watching on.

3. PLAYBACK QUALITY
Does the player use adaptive streaming? This drastically reduces the amount of 
buffering a user will experience during playback. The video stream is encoded 
into multiple quality layers. The ‘player’ moves up and down those layers 
adjusting the quality of the stream as the bandwidth available to the user, and 
the performance of their machine, changes. Similarly, when a user first starts 
playback of a stream, the player will work upwards through the quality layers 
starting with the lowest in order to speed up the initial load time and reduce the 
buffering at the start.

IF YOU’RE LOOKING TO BUILD OR BUY A VIDEO PLATFORM, 
THERE ARE TEN KEY THINGS THAT YOU SHOULD CONSIDER:

CHOOSING A VIDEO PLATFORM
FOR LEARNING

Why online video 
platforms are in 
demand; and how 
to choose one.

L&D professionals who use 
video say that their learners 
are five times more likely to 
remember what they’ve learnt 
from online videos than from 
other e-learning courses. It’s a 
great opportunity to increase 
the effectiveness of formal and 
informal learning interventions. 

Good as this sounds, it actually 
creates a new challenge for 
today’s L&D teams: once 
you’ve sourced or made your 
video content, how are you 
going to manage it and get it to 
learners? Here are our top ten 
considerations.

4. OFFLINE VIEWING
Can your learners and trainers use the content offline (for example to watch 
in the classroom)? Some video providers will offer download features so your 
employees can watch video without an internet connection.

5. ANALYTICS
Can you identify your best content and discover audience behaviours with 
comprehensive analytics and reports? Your platform should capture detailed 
data and insights on who is using your video content, as well as what and how 
much they’re viewing. Check whether the platform has a range of content 
metrics. Can this information be easily transferred to your Learning Management 
System?
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A well designed 
video platform 
should be a joy to 
use: for you and 
your learners.

Couple that with a relevant 
library of entertaining video 
and you have the perfect 
performance support tool: for 
classroom, informal or blended 
learning.

7. COVERAGE
Your CDN (Content Delivery Network) should let you pull a copy of the content 
wherever you’re viewing from in the world, without having to wait ages for the 
video to load from a location thousands of miles from where you are.

8. LEARNING PATHWAYS
Can you target specific groups of learners with relevant content? Some platforms 
will enable you to recommend content to segmented learning audiences and 
even edit your video clips, to make them even more appropriate for targeted, bite-
sized learning.

9. BRANDING
Can you customise the user interface with your own corporate identity? This can 
help to portray your corporate identity to learners and it can reassure them that 
the platform is a specific resource for your organisation.

10. USABILITY
Is it a hassle-free experience? Your platform should have a user-friendly 
interface, which lets employees search video content, see recommended videos 
and the most-watched titles. It should also be easy for you to organise the 
content, to support formal and informal learning, and easy to add learners and 
administrators. Make sure that your platform set-up is a stress-free ‘plug and 
play’ so that it’s a benefit, not a burden.

6. SECURITY
Content and data security are always a consideration. Can your content be 
protected with Digital Rights Management? This may or may not be important to 
you but some platforms will enable you to restrict access to authorised users. If 
you’re producing - or providing access to - copyrighted material, this is a feature 
to check for.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT 
VIDEO ARTS VIDEO PLATFORM 
ON>DEMAND. VISIT
VIDEOARTS.COM/PLATFORMS/


